
CVMCS Executive Board Minutes  
January 23, 2020 

 
Meeting called to order: 12:03pm 
 
Present: Jeremy Gragert, Rebecca Brustad, Mark Lundin 
Absent: Shannon Paulus 
Guests present: Todd Johnson  
 
Contract 
Is still not approved. Discussion occurred on the proposed changes to the contract released 
January 8: 

1. Clarify new contract replaces existing contract. (beginning paragraphs) 
2. Time to obtain licensure. (6c and 7a) 
3. Calendar clarification. (11) 
4. Class size allocation. (3f) 
5. 3 year contract so the school can show progress on diversity plan. (31a) 
6. Probably no 4K bussing. 

Discussion of the fact that we have no current plans to change our calendar, and if we did it 
would require larger changes to the contract in order to achieve it, including potentially more 
funding. We could still propose changes in the future.  
 
Question we have to figure out: When shall we have the contract go back to the school board?  
The next school board meeting is February 3rd, and our next GB meeting is February 4th. 
One option is to have a discussion about the contract at the February 4th GB meeting. Todd 
and Rebecca are not able to be at the next meeting. Mark or Shannon could chair. Rebecca will 
call in, and Mark volunteered to chair.  
We should bring it back to the GB. 
Rebecca will put a request in to have it on the school board agenda February 17.  
Discussed 4K bussing: We are not taking the 4K bussing out, but the school board can take it 
out if they wish.  
Rebecca will send an email with the agenda that makes it clear that we are voting on the 
amended contract at our GB meeting on February 4th.  
 
Principal Search: 
Todd and Liz went to the Parent Group to explain the process they will use choose a Parent rep.  
Todd said that Ms. Amy and Ms. Leslie will be the two staff reps. The teachers voted on who 
they would like to see, and Ms. Leslie has advanced Montessori training. The support staff got 
to vote on who they would choose.  

 



Rebecca spoke with Mary Ann about Barb being the rep from the GB. As a result of the 
discussion, Rebecca will only sit in on the second interview panel, rather than the first and the 
second. 
We are well on our way to having our candidates selected for the interview panel.  
 
Candice is getting a lot of responses to the survey already.  
The survey is still open and Todd will send a reminder email. It will help to craft interview 
questions.  
Applications are coming in, but Rebecca will follow up regarding numbers. The posting 
accidentally said that Montessori experience and principal experience is required. It should be 
“preferred” so that was changed.  
March 4th is the date for interviews.  
Should we do some board education about onboarding a new Principal?  
 
GB 2020/2021 Membership 
Rebecca will contact Candice about having the Board Development Committee work on 
recruiting new members for the GB board to fill open seats. 
The following people are completing terms this spring:  
Liz (Parent Rep, and she will not continue because she has served 2 terms already) 
Jeremy (Community Rep, but not continuing for a second term) 
Mark (Community Rep, eligible and willing to continue for second term) 
Barb (Community Rep, eligible to continue) 
Pam (Teacher Rep) 
Need to find at least one Community Rep.  
We need to work on recruitment and how to diversify the board.  
 
Metacognition Group 
Discussed growing the diversity of the school, and setting a goal, for example 1% more diversity 
a year. Discussed continuing to work with Jodi Thesing-Ritter from UW-Eau Claire, as well as 
other potential people who can help us. 
 
Consultants 
Todd, Liz and Abbie will meet the consultants on Feb. 24th for lunch.  
 
Adjourn: 12:58pm 
 
Minutes by Jeremy Gragert, Secretary 

 


